Abstract-In the present paper, we define some new concepts in soft topological spaces such as soft   -sets, soft C-sets.
I. INTRODUCTION
Molodtsov initiated a novel concept, which is called soft set, as a new mathematical tool for dealing with uncertainties [9] . In fact, a soft set is a parameterized family of subsets of a given universe set. The way of parameterization in problem solving makes soft set theory convenient and simple for application. Maji et al. [8] carried out Molodtsov's idea by introducing several operations in soft set theory. M. Shabir and M. Naz [10] presented soft topological spaces and they investigated some properties of soft topological spaces. Later, many researchers [13, 4, 3, 2, 1, 5, 12, 11, 7] studied some of basic concepts and properties of soft topological spaces.
In this paper, we continue the study in a soft topological space. We introduce some new concepts in soft topological spaces such as soft   -sets, soft C-sets. We discuss their relationships with different types of subsets of soft topological spaces with the help of counterexamples. We also investigate the concept of soft C-continuous functions and discuss their relationships with soft continuity and other forms of soft continuous functions. Finally, we give a decomposition of soft continuity.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we present the basic definitions and results of soft set theory which may be found in earlier studies.
Let X be an initial universe set and E be the set of all possible parameters with respect to X . Parameters are often attributes, characteristics or properties of the objects in . X Let   X P denote the power set of X . Then a soft set over X is defined as follows. Let  be the collection of soft sets over X , then  is said to be a soft topology on X if 
.
is a soft open set if and only if ). ,
) stand for soft topological spaces assumed unless stated otherwise. [12] , (4) every soft open set is a soft A-set [11] , (5) every soft A-set is soft semiopen [11] , (6) every soft open set is a soft B-set [11] , (7) every soft A-set is a soft B-set [11] . III. SOFT C-SETS Definition 3.1:
Definition 2.11:
be a soft topological space. Then the following are equivalent for a soft set
is soft regular open.
Proof:
The proof is obvious. 
are soft sets over X , defined as follows: 
Remark 3.3:
The union of two soft . Let us take the soft topology  on X and the soft sets ) , ( ( ( ( , ))) ).
Proposition 3.5:
( ( ( ( , )))).
Hence we obtain ( ( , )) = ( ( ( ( , )))) Proof: Since X  is both a soft open set and a soft   -set, the proof is obvious.
Definition 3.2:
Let ) , , ( E X  be a soft topological space. A soft set ) , ( E F is called soft C-set in X if there exist a soft open set ) , ( E G and a soft   -set ) , ( E H such that ( , ) = ( , ) ( , ) F E G E H E   .
Remark 3.4:
The converse of Proposition 3.6 is not true in general as shown in the following example. ( , ) = ( , )
is soft open and X  is a soft In a soft topological space ) , , ( E X  , every soft B-set is a soft C-set.
Proof: By Proposition 3.2, every soft t-set is a soft   -set. Hence we obtain every soft B-set is a soft C-set.
Remark 3.5:
The converse of Proposition 3.7 is not true in general as shown in the following example. 
is not a soft B-set. 
Proposition 4.1:
Every soft B-continuous function is soft C-continuous.
Proof:
The proof easily follows from Proposition 3.7.
Remark 4.1:
The converse of implication in Proposition 4.1 is not true, which is clear from the following example. = { , , ( , ), ( , ), ( , )} X F E F E F E    Proof: This is an immediate consequence of Proposition 3.6 and 3.8.
We have implications as shown in FIGURE 2. In the present study, we have introduced soft   -sets and soft C-sets in soft topological spaces which are defined over an initial universe with a fixed set of parameters. We have presented their basic properties with the help of some counterexamples. Also, we have introduced soft C-continuous functions and we have obtained a new decomposition of soft continuity. We expect that results in this paper will be helpfull for further applications in soft topological spaces.
